EDUCATION RESOURCE

Arable plants: land management resource
pack
Lecturer notes
Aims of arable plant education resources:
 To raise awareness of arable plants among future land managers.
 To engage future land managers in arable plant conservation and management.
 To develop practical field skills in arable plant identification and survey.
Level and indicative subjects:
Adaptable for Further and Higher Education.
Agriculture; environment; ecology; biology; conservation; geography; countryside.
Managing land for arable plants pack structure:
Introductory
presentation setting
context of arable plants
and management

Group work farm
management
decision-making
activity.

Student farm map
and agrienvironment option
presentations

Do I need access to a farm?
This resource pack provides real farm maps and data so you do not need access to a farm. Alternatively,
if you do have access to a farm and its records, you could adapt the resources to include your own data.
It could also be adapted to cover other types of disturbed land, such as urban wasteland.
How much time is needed?
This depends how much depth you wish students to learn. The resources could form a full day
workshop, or just a few slides or activities to include in your existing teaching.
When should these activities be done?
The resource is a classroom-based activity and can be completed at any time of year.
Agri-environment schemes are changing – will I still be able to use the resources?
The presentation is designed to be neutral – key principles are covered. The decision-making activity
is necessarily specific to current schemes and prices but can be easily updated.
Who provides the risk assessment?
Risk assessment is the responsibility of the staff leading the activity. As the risk assessment is specific
to your institution, site and students, it is not provided as part of the pack. The resource is classroombased but would be enhanced by a farm walk.
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Suggested session plan:
Activity
Lecturer

Student

Introductory Present the topics with discussion and
Contribute to discussion, takes notes.
presentation Q&A encouraged throughout.
How can the presentation be adapted?
 Can be used in conjunction with the ‘Arable Plants: conservation and ecology’ presentation.
 Adapt or cut slides to suit students’ prior knowledge of conservation and/ or agriculture.
 Ask students to complete pre-reading from the reference list.
 Create opportunities for discussion based around local agricultural practices and soil types.
Group work
Organise student groups of 3-5.
Work in groups of 3-5 to research and
decisionExplain the activity: students work in
select agri-environment options to meet
making
production and arable plant conservation
groups to select agri-environment
activity
objectives.
options, annotate the map to show
Annotate map to show recommended
recommended locations, and justify
locations for suitable agri-environment
choices.
options.
Set objectives for each group or allow
them to determine their own objectives.
How can the group work activity be adapted?
 Substitute data from local farm if available.
 Create mixed groups from different courses (e.g. agriculture and conservation) to inform
decisions.
 Depending on students’ prior knowledge, set between 1-3 objectives, or allow them to choose
their own. These could be simple e.g. ‘At least 3% of the farm area must be under options suitable
for arable plants’, or more complex e.g. ‘Devise a costed farm management plan for arable plant
conservation through conversion to organic over a 5 year period’.
 Go beyond arable plants to consider farmland birds and mammals, or game bird management.
 Consider balance of biodiversity/ environmental outcomes e.g. carbon capture, multi-tiered
margins.
 Consider wider costs, machinery availability, and neighbouring land use/ farming practices.
 There is no ‘right’ quantitative answer. Qualitative factors such as farmer preference or visual
appeal of plants can be taken into account.
Presentation Ask students to display and justify their
Present final annotated map and justify
annotated maps.
choices of options and location.
How can the presentation be adapted?
 Set as a group presentation assessment or a written justification could be individually assessed.
 Maximise reference to literature to justify decisions made.
 Use GIS maps and datasets if you have them available for local farm.
 Devise an arable plant monitoring plan to determine success of proposed management.

